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Directions (1-5): Study the information carefully and answer the questions given
below:
Eight persons sitting around a circular table in such a manner some are facing inside, and
some are facing outside the center. All of them was born in different years- 2014, 1992, 1979,
1962, 1955, 2001, 1984 and 1995 (Their age is considered as on the same month and day of
2019 as their date of births).
D sits third to the left of R whose age is a cube of an odd number. Q is younger than C. A who
is 35years old sit second to the right of D. P is 17years younger than S who sits second to the
right of Q. The one who is 57 years old sits third to the right of the one who is third youngest
person of the group. D is younger than R but older than C. P sits third to the right of C who is
facing same direction of D but opposite to P. A is facing opposite direction to B who is facing
same direction as youngest person. The third oldest person facing inside. P and S face same
direction.
Q1. Who among the following sits immediate left of the one who is 57 years old?
(a) R
(b) D
(c) P
(d) Q
(e) C
Q2. Who among the following was born in 2001?
(a) P
(b) Q
(c) C
(d) D
(e) S
Q3. How many persons sit between D and S, when counted right of S?
(a) Three
(b) One
(c) More than three
(d) Two
(e) None
Q4. Who among the following is third oldest person?
(a) P
(b) Q
(c) D
(d) C
(e) S
Q5. Who among the following sits third to the right of the one who is fourth youngest
person?
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(a) The one who is 18 years old
(b) The one who is 35 years old
(c) D
(d) P
(e) S
Direction (6-8): In the following questions, the symbols #, &, @, * , $, % and © are
used with the following meanings as illustrated below. Study the following
information and answer the given questions:
A@B- A is the child of B.
A©B- A is the parent of B
A%B- A is father-in-law of B
A&B- A is brother-in-law of B
A$B- A is brother of B
A*B- A is wife of B
A#B- A is sister-in-law of B
Q6. If P@R%S$Q*U©T, then how is S is related to T?
(a)Brother
(b)Aunt
(c)Uncle
(d)Sister
(e)None of these
Q7. If G*J$K©Y@V$C then how G is related to V?
(a) Sister
(b) Mother
(c) Sister-in-law
(d) Brother
(e) None of these
Q8. If E#D*G©L$K then how E is related to K?
(a) Aunt
(b) Uncle
(c) Nephew
(d) Mother
(e)Can’t determine
Q9. In the word ‘INFORMATION’ all consonants are written as their preceding letter and all
vowels are written as their following letters. Now all letters are arranged in alphabetical
order from left to right and all the repeated letters are eliminated. Then, how many such
pairs of letters are there, each of which have as many letters between them in the word (in
both forward and backward direction) as they have between them in the English alphabetical
series?
(a) One
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(b) Two
(c) Four
(d) Three
(e) More than four
Q11. If we form the word by 2nd, 3rd and 6th letter of ‘MIGRANT’ and 1st and 3rd letter of
‘TRAVEL’ then, what will be the 3rd letter from right?
(a) G
(b) N
(c) T
(d) I
(e) None of these
Directions (11-12): In making decision about important questions, it is desirable to
be able to distinguish between “strong” arguments and “weak” arguments. “Strong”
arguments must be both important and directly related to the question. “Weak”
arguments may not be directly related to the question and may be of minor
importance or may be related to the trivial aspects of the question.
Each question below is followed by two arguments numbered I and II. You have to decide
which of the argument is a “strong” argument and which is a “weak” argument.
Give answer (a) if only argument I is strong.
Give answer (b) if only argument II is strong.
Give answer (c) if either argument I or II is strong.
Give answer (d) if neither argument I nor II is strong.
Give answer (e) if both arguments I and II are strong.
Q11. Should the knowledge of Hindi language be made compulsory for all the employees of
public sector organization?
Arguments:
I: Yes, it is necessary for dealing with people from the educationally backward part of the
society.
II. No, it is not necessary for every employee to have the knowledge of Hindi Language.
Q12. Should it be made compulsory for all the private sector organization to reserve quota
for socially backward classes?
Arguments:
I: No, the private sector should not be governed by the Government rules.
II: Yes, private sector organizations should also contribute in upliftment of socially
backward classes.
Directions (13-15): Read the given information carefully and answer the given
questions.
There are six boxes P, Q, R, S, T and U each having different numbers of fruits in it (not
necessarily in same order).
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Box P has 60 fruits. Box Q has more fruits than box S and U. The box which has maximum
fruits, has odd numbered fruits in it. Box Q has 40 fruits in it. Box U has more fruits than
box T. The box which has least number of fruits has even numbered fruits in it. S has odd
numbered of fruits in it. The box which has 2nd least number of Fruits, has even number of
Fruits in it.
Q13. How many boxes have less number of fruits than R?
(a) None
(b) Two
(c) Three
(d) One
(e) More than three
Q14. What is the possible number of fruits in box S?
(a) 24
(b) 36
(c) 25
(d) 32
(e) 44
Q15. Which of the following boxes have greater number of fruits than T but less than Q?
(a) S
(b) R
(c) P
(d) Both (a) and (e)
(e) U

Solutions (1-5):
Sol.

Solutions
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S1. Ans.(e)
S2. Ans.(c)
S3. Ans.(d)
S4. Ans.(a)
S5. Ans.(b)
Solution (6-8):
S6. Ans.(c)
Sol.

S7. Ans.(c)
Sol.

S8. Ans.(a)
Sol.

S9. Ans.(b)
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Sol. Given word- INFORMATION
After applied given condition- JMEPQLBSJPM
Arranged in alphabetical order and eliminate repeated word- BEJLMPQS

There are two pairs- LM and PQ.
S10. Ans.(e)
Sol. GIANT
Solutions (11-12):
S11.Ans.(d)
Sol. Neither of the arguments is strong. Argument II lacks substantial facts while argument
I does not make any strong point.
S12.Ans.(b)
Sol. It is not given in the statement that to reserve quota for socially backward classes
should be considered in government rules, so we can’t assume this from argument I. Only II
argument is strong argument.
Solutions (13-15):
R > P (60) > Q (40) > S > U > T
S13. Ans.(e)
S14. Ans.(c)
S15. Ans.(d)
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